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• “When is Simon 
Chapman the 
academic, intellectual, 
self appointed chief 
wowser of the nanny 
state gunna leave us 
alone?“ 30 July 2008

Steve Price



Lung cancer: a rare disease just 75 years ago
Today leading cause of cancer death

• 1919: Washington University 
medical student Alton Ochsner is 
summoned to observe lung 
cancer  surgery--something, he is 
told, he may never see again. He 
doesn't see another case for 17 
years.  

• He then sees 8 in six months--all 
smokers who had picked up the 
habit in WW I.

• Today: the leading cause of  
cancer death



Male lung cancer rates per 100,000 today as 
low as they were in 1963

Source:http://www.aihw.gov.au/cdarf/data_pages/mortality/index.cfm
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• All tobacco advertising banned  by laws 1976-1992
• Industry totally candid about packaging = advertising





The cigarette itself





“The proof is that when we offered them 
Marlboro at half price – in generic brown 
boxes – only 21% were interested, even 
though we assured them that each package 
was fresh, had been sealed at the factory, 
and was identical (except for the different 
packaging) to what they normally bought at 
their local tobacconist or cigarette 
machine.”

Forbes, February 9, 1987 



“The product itself . . . is very interesting, because 
in the cigarette business there is very little to 
distinguish …  because we all use the same kind of 
tobacco. . . But it’s very difficult for people to 
discriminate, blind tested.  Put it in a package and 
put a name on it, and it has a lot of product 
characteristics.”

Donald Brown, President, Imperial Tobacco 
(Canadian subsidiary of BAT), 1989, trial 
testimony. 



John Luik, long-time industry 
consultant 

"one must give credit to the fact that the 
focus on plain packaging represents a 
new and more strategically sophisticated 
appreciation on the part of the anti-
tobacco lobby of both how the industry is 
structured and how it earns its money. 
The lobby has realized that cigarettes are 
in many ways a commodity product that 
achieves its distinctiveness not so much 
through functional differences but 
through brand identity, an identity that is 
represented in the product’s packaging.
…If one wishes to attack the industry at 
its most vulnerable point, there is no 
better place than to destroy the value of 
its brands through eliminating their 
distinctive packaging."

• Tobacco Report June 2011
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“In our opinion, [after taxation] the other two 
regulatory environment changes that concern 
the industry the most are homogenous 
packaging and below-the-counter sales. Both 
would significantly restrict the industry's ability 
to promote their products.“

- Morgan Stanley Research (2007)
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The Goal? To standardise the 
appearance of all cigarette 
packages thus greatly reducing 
the status signalling role and 
consumer appeal of the product 
and prevent undermining of 
health warnings



Addiction, 2008
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Preventative  Health Task Force Report 
2009
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The Australian cigarette pack from 2012



Tonight: consider 4 arguments

• “No evidence” of effectiveness

• Sky will fall in with High Court damages

• TRIPS/WTO will stop it 

• Slippery slope .. where will it end?



The Principle of the Dangerous 
Precedent

• “Every public action 

which is not customary 

either is wrong, or if it is 

right it is a dangerous 

precedent.  It follows that 

nothing should ever be 

done for the first time.”

Microcosmographia 

Academica (1908)



The Principle of the Dangerous 
Precedent

Other firsts

• Seat belts

• RBT

• Advertising bans

• Vaccination

• Lead free petrol

• ...hundreds more examples

• See: Hemminway D. While 

we were sleeping

Ross Gittins
• Great argument: it's never 

been done before, therefore 
you shouldn't do it. This is the 
poor little stupid Australia 
argument. We should always 
merely follow the lead of 
other countries because we're 
not smart enough to dream up 
anything good ourselves.. But 
if the idea's so unlikely to. . 
work, why are the global 
giants fighting so hard to stop 
it?



Humungous High Court damages?







Between 1999 and 2003 the average annual fall 
in total dutied cigarettes was just 2.6%. 
The most sales have ever fallen in one year was
just shy of 10% in 1999 



TRIPS/World Trade Organisation

• The right given to a trademark owner under 
TRIPS is to prevent other people from using 
that trade mark. 

• The plain packaging legislation does not 
permit other people to use the trade marks of 
the tobacco industry, so it does not 
contravene that right.



TRIPS/World Trade Organisation

• Article 20 provides that “the use of a trade mark 
in the course of trade shall not be unjustifiably 
encumbered by special requirements”.

• So is their use is “unjustifiably encumbered”?

• Article 8 TRIPS provides that countries may take 
measures “necessary for public health” provided 
they are consistent with the rest of the 
agreement.

http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/t_agm3_e.htm
http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/t_agm2_e.htm


Brazil re-treaded tyres case

• Brazil: restict sales of retreaded tyres.
• Retreaded tyres do not last as long as new tyres. Consequently, there will be more 

waste tyres if retreaded tyres are permitted to be sold.
• Disposal of short-life retreaded tyres: collect rain water. Mosquitoes breed in rain 

water that accumulates in waste tyres and mosquitoes spread a lot of disease in 
Brazil.

• The WTO said Brazil could impose restrictions on retreated tyres as it was 
necessary for human health to do so, provided the measures were not 
discriminatory in trade.

• Unfortunately for Brazil, its measures were only aimed at imported tyres from 
Europe and so the measure was not consistent with the WTO agreement.

• But if the measure had been aimed at all retreaded tyres, it would have been 
allowed by the WTO.

• The plain packaging legislation is aimed at all cigarettes: it does not discriminate 
between cigarettes that are imported or made in Australia.

• As for the evidence, 17% of Australians smoke. The evidence that half of them will 
die from doing so is no longer contested, even by the tobacco companies.



• Could the liquor industry sue Islamic nations?

• Could the asbestos industry sue governments?

• Could the gun lobby sue governments?



Slippery slope

• Advertising bans began in 
1976 – 35 years ago!

• The slope is not very 
slippery

• No other product remotely
kills half its users


